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Abstract 
Raghavarao and Blaisdell (1985) carried out construction of some series of 
partially balanced residual treatment effects designs. They also gave the 
efficiencies for the estimated direct (Ed) and residual (Er) elementary treatment 
contrast. Recently Aggrawal and Jha (2006) gave some more series of partially 
balanced residual treatment effects designs (PBRTED). The method specified 
by them is based on association schemes. In this paper, we have provided 
some more methods of construction of PBRTED using MOLS, group and sets 
of blocks constituting replications based on group divisible designs. 
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1.1 INTRODUCTION 
In residual treatment effects designs, each experimental unit receives some or all of 
the treatments in an appropriate sequence over a number of successive periods and the 
effect of the treatment continues beyond the period of its application. These designs 
have been discussed in the literature under various names, viz., cross-over designs, 
change-over designs, and repeated measurement designs. Residual designs in v 
treatments on n experimental units in p periods are useful in a broad spectrum of 
research areas, including agriculture, dairy husbandry, bioassay procedures, clinical 
trials, psychological experiments and weather modification experiments. The 
advantages of the residual design are its cost and the elimination of inter unit 
variability. In the following, we assume that each treatment produces a direct effect in 
the period of its application and a residual effect in the subsequent period of its 
application.  

Williams (1949, 1950) introduced balanced residual treatment effects designs. In any 
experiments involving residual effects, if balanced residual effects designs are not 
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available, then the alternative is to use partially balanced design with respect to direct 
and residual effects. Blaisdell and Raghavarao (1980) have developed and defined the 
concept of partially balanced changeover designs based on m-associate class PBIB 
designs. Biswas and Raghavarao (1998) constructed partially balanced residual 
treatment effects designs, when the treatments have rectangular and group divisible 
association schemes. Aggarwal and Jha (2006) gave some new series to construct 
partially balanced residual treatment effects designs. Here we have provided an 
alternate method of construction of series 3 and 4, of Aggarwal and Jha (2006). 

Patterson (1952) gave combinatorial conditions for balance and also gave a number of 
methods for construction of such designs when p ≤ v and when n is as small as 
possible. Since p and n are small, these designs are very attractive to practitioners. All 
these designs had the property that no treatment immediately succeeds itself on the 
same subject. 

Hedayat and Afsarinijad (1978) showed that when p = v, a balanced design is 
universally optimal (UO) (as defined in Kiefer, J. (1975)) for estimation of the direct 
(residual) effects when the designs in the competing class are uniform on periods as 
well as subjects.  

Cheng and Wu (1980) showed that these designs are UO for the estimation of residual 
effects when the competing designs may not be uniform over subjects or periods, but 
again no treatment succeeds itself on the same subject. Kunert (1984) showed that 
when n = vt, a balanced uniform design is UO for direct effects if v ≥ 3 and t = 1 or if 
v ≥ 6 and t = 2. Hedayat and Yang (2003) generalized this to the case where v ≥ 3 and 
t ≤ (v − 1)/2. The results of Kunert (1984) and of Hedayat and Yang (2003) were 
proved without any condition on the competing designs. However, there do not appear 
to be any available results on the optimality of balanced crossover designs when p < 
v. 
In this article, we have constructed partially balanced residual treatment effects 
designs using group divisible (GD) designs, the mutually orthogonal Latin square 
designs, group and set of blocks constituting replications based on group divisible 
designs respectively. We have also estimated the efficiency for the estimated direct 
effect and estimated elementary contrast. 

Definition 1.1 A partially balanced residual treatment effects design (PBRTED) 
based on an m-associate class PBIB design is an arrangement of v treatments in k 
rows and N columns such that 

1. Every treatment occurs at most once in a column. 

2. Every treatment occurs t times in each row. 

3. Every pair of treatments (θ, Φ) occurs together in µi columns if θ and  Φ are the ith 
associates. 

4. Deleting the last row of the design, every pair of treatments (θ, Φ) occur together 
in vi columns if  θ and  Φ are the ith associates. 

5. Every ordered pair of treatments (θ, Φ) occurs together in successive periods in  λi 
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columns if  θ and  Φ are the ith associates. 

6. For every pair of treatments (θ, Φ), the number of columns in which θ occurs with 
Φ in the last row is the same as the number of columns in which Φ occurs with θ 
in the last row. 

The parameters of a PBRTED are v, k, b, t, λi, µi, vi  (i= 1, 2, 3…., m) and satisfy the 
following parametric relations : 

a. b= vt 

b. Σ ni µi  = tk(k-1) 

c. vΣ λi ni = b(k-1) 

d. Σ vi ni = t(k-1)(k-2) 

Where, ni denotes the number of ith associates of any treatment. 

 

1.2 Mathematical Model 
Let us consider a residual treatment effects design in which v treatments are compared 
using N experimental units and the experiment lasts for k periods. Let us consider the 
linear model for the analysis is 

 ijjidjidjiij ey +++++= − ),1(),( ρτβαμ  

where, ijy  (i= 1, 2, …, k; j = 1, 2,…, b) is the response observed in the ith period on 
the jth unit, μ  the general mean, iα  the ith period effect, jβ  the jth unit effect, ),( jidτ  
the direct effect of the treatment d(i, j), ),1( jid −ρ  the first order residual effect of the 
treatment d(i, j) with 0),0( =jdρ  for all j, ije are random errors assumed to be normally 
and independently distributed with mean zero and variance 2σ . All parameters in the 
model are assumed to be fixed. 

Let M, L, N, L* and  N* denote the respective incidence matrices for the periods-units, 
direct effects-periods, direct effects-units, residual effects-units and direct effects-
residual effects. The following results are due to Raghavarao and Blaisdell (1985).  

Raghavarao and Blaisdell (1985) gave the efficiency for the estimated elementary 
contrasts of direct effects, Ed, which is given by  
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And the efficiency for estimated elementary contrasts of residual effects, Er, is given 
by 
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where the ρi’s are the eigenvalues of  iLL γ,*'* ’s are the eigenvalues of *'*NN  and 
the θi’s are the eigenvalues of M for i=1,2,3…., 

 

1.3 METHODS OF CONSTRUCTION 
In this section we discuss the methods of construction to obtain partially balanced 
residual treatment effects designs using group divisible (GD) designs, the mutually 
orthogonal Latin square designs, group and set of blocks constituting replications 
based on group divisible designs. 

 
1.3.1 PBRTED is obtained using group (m, n) of GD design where n is even. 
In this section, we considered a group divisible design with (m, n) as group, where m 
denotes number of groups and n be the number of treatments per group. Next for a 
given treatment i, number of treatments present in that column as second associates 
and the remaining as third associates. We first construct the n×n Latin square for each 
row and perform the following 

I. Take the first row of the group (m, n). 

II. For the second row take the second element of the first row and the remaining 
element for the second row will be obtained as (i + m) with reduced mod v. 

III. For the third row take the last element that is n of the first row and the remaining 
are obtained as described in step II. 

IV. Now for the fourth row we take the third element of the first row and for fifth 
row second last element and so on. i.e. 3, n-1, 4, n-2, 5, n-3…… 

Then repeat each Latin square (m - 1) times and place the entire Latin squares side by 
side. Add (n + 1)th row in the above Latin squares, consisting of the second associates 
in the nth row.  Then the PBRTED is obtained with parameters  

v = mn, t = m-1, k = n+1, N = vt, λ1 = m-1, λ2 = 1, λ3 = 0, µ1 = nt, 

µ2 = 2 = µ3, v1 = nt, v2 = 0 = v3. 
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Example Consider a group (3, 4) 

12963
11852
10741

 

We first obtain the 4×4 Latin squares for each row. Then repeat each Latin square m-
1 times i.e., twice, now putting all Latin squares side by side we get, 

1   4   7   10     1   4   7   10     2   5   8   11     2   5   8   11     3    6   9   12     3  6   9   12  

4   7   10   1     4   7   10   1     5   8   11   2     5   8   11   2     6    9  12   3      6   9  12   3 

10  1   4    7    10  1    4    7    11   2   5    8    11   2   5    8    12   3   6    9     12  3   6    9 

7   10   1   4      7  10   1   4     8   11  2    5     8   11  2    5      9  12  3    6      9  12  3    6 

 

Now, add 5th row in the above Latin squares, consisting of the second associates of 
the treatments in the 4th row. Hence we get, the PBRTED 

1   4   7   10      1   4   7   10     2   5   8   11     2   5   8   11     3    6   9   12     3   6    9   12  

4   7   10   1      4   7   10   1     5   8   11   2     5   8   11   2     6    9  12   3      6    9   12   3 

10  1   4    7     10  1    4    7    11   2   5    8    11   2   5    8    12   3   6    9     12   3    6    9 

7   10   1   4      7  10   1    4     8   11  2    5     8   11  2    5      9  12  3    6      9   12   3    6 

8   11   2   5      9  12   3    6     9    12  3   6     7   10  1    4      7   10  1    4     8   11   2    5 

with parameters 

v = 12, t = 2, k = 5, N = 24, λ1 =2, λ2 = 1, λ3 = 0, µ1 = 8, µ2 = 2 = µ3, v1 = 8, v2 = 0 = v3. 

Ed = 0.828, Er = 0.811 

 

1.3.2 PBRTED using group (m, n) of GD design where n is odd. 
In this section we have considered the group (m, n) where n is odd. The treatments in 
the same row are termed as first associates, treatments in the corresponding column as 
second associates and the remaining as third associates. Here we have constructed 
PBRTED using mutually orthogonal Latin square (MOLS) design. We first obtain the 
n× n Latin square for each row. Repeat each LSD up to (n - 1) times because the (n - 
1) LSD are MOLS. Further add  (n + 1)th row in the above Latin squares, consisting 
of the second associates in the nth row. The resulting design so obtained is PBRTED. 
Here we discuss the following cases. 

 
Case 1: Group (m,n) with m ≤ n 
This section is further divided into two sub section based on MOLS. In 1.3.2.1.1 we 
construct PBRTED if number of MOLS is divisible by number of second associates. 
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a. If number of MOLS is divisible by number of second associates, then 
PBRTED will be obtain with parameters                                                                               
v = mn, N = vt, t= n-1, k= n+1, λ1 = n-1, λ2 = (n-1)/(m-1), λ3 =  0, µ1 = nt,       µ2 = 2λ2 

= µ3, v1 = nt, v2 = 0 = v3. 

 
Example Consider a group (3, 3) as 

   
963
852
741

 

We first obtain (n-1)=2, 3×3 Latin squares for each row using MOLS.  

417
174
741

   
174
417
741

   
528
285
852

   
285
528
852

   
639
396
963

   
396
639
963

 

Now, add 4th row in the above Latin squares, consisting of the second associates of 
the treatments in the 3rd row. Hence we get, the PBRTED 

285417174639396528
396639285528174417
639396528285417174
963963852852741741

 

with parameters 

v = 9, t = 2, k = 4, N = 18, λ1 =2, λ2 = 1, λ3 = 0, µ1 = 6, µ2 = 2 = µ3, v1 = 6, v2 = 0 = v3. 

 

b. When m is even, then PBRTED will be obtained with parameters 

v = mn, N= vt, t = (m-1)(n-1), k= n+1, λ1 = (m-1)(n-1), λ2 = n-1,    λ3 =  0, µ1 = nt,  

µ2 = 2λ2 = µ3, v1 = nt, v2 = 0 = v3. 

 

Example Consider a group (2, 3) as 

    
642
531

 

We first obtain (n-1)=2, 3×3 Latin squares for each row using MOLS.  

264426153315
426264315153
642642531531
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Now, add 4th row in the above Latin squares, consisting of the second associates of 
the treatments in the 3rd row. Hence we get, the PBRTED 

153315264426
264426153315
426264315153
642642531531

 

with parameters 

v = 6, t = 2, k = 4, N = 12, λ1 =2, λ2 = 2, λ3 = 0, µ1 = 6, µ2 = 4 = µ3, v1 = 6, v2 = 0 = v3. 

Case 2: Group (m,n) with m  >  n 
In this section we consider a group where m > n. Then with this group we construct a 
PBRTED with parameters. 

v = mn, N= vt, t = (m-1)(n-1) / (m-n),  k= n+1,  λ1 = t,  λ2 = (n-1) / (m-n),  λ3 =  0,      
µ1 = nt,  µ2 = 2λ2 = µ3,  v1 = nt,  v2 = 0 = v3. 

Example Consider a group (4, 3) 

    

1284
1173
1062
951

 

We first obtain (n-1) = 2, 3×3 Latin squares for each row using MOLS. Since the 
number of second associates are more then the number of MOLS so, repeat the 
MOLS to accumulate all the second associates equal number of times. In this case 
each MOLS is repeated thrice. 

195519195519195519
519195519195519195
951951951951951951

   
21066210
62102106

10621062

 
 

31177311311773116106621021066210
73113117731131172210210662102106
11731173117311731062106210621062

 

41288412412884124128841231177311
84124128841241288412412873113117
12841284128412841284128411731173
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Now, add 4th row in the above Latin squares, consisting of the second associates of 
the treatments in the 3rd row. Hence we get, the PBRTED 

41287311412873112106841231176210
21066210195519195519195519
62102106519195519195519195

10621062951951951951951951

 

41286210195841219584123117519
31177311311773112106621021066210
73113117731131176210210662102106
11731173117311731062106210621062

 

      31176210195731121065192106519
41288412412884124128841231177311
84124128841241288412412873113117
12841284128412841284128411731173

    

with parameters 

v =12, t =6, k = 4, N = 72, λ1 = 6, λ2 = 2, λ3 = 0, µ1 = 18, µ2 = 4= µ3, v1 = 18, v2 = 0 = v3. 

Ed = 0.748, Er = 0.727 

 

1.3.3 PBRTED using odd set of blocks 
In this section we consider a set of blocks constituting replications based on group 
divisible designs. Let s be the size of the set, where s is odd. Set of block will have s 
rows and s columns. The treatments in same row are termed as first associates, 
treatments in the corresponding column as second associates and remaining as third 
associates. Now consider one row of the set and called that a block and through this 
develop s × s Latin square design using MOLS. If the size of the set is s then there 
will be (s-1) MOLS. Hence we will have (s-1) Latin squares of        s × s. Since we 
have s rows so there will be s(s-1) Latin squares of size s. Now put the entire Latin 
square side by side. Add (s+1)th row in the above Latin square, consisting of the 
second associates in the sth row.  Then the PBRTED will be obtained with parameters 

v = s2, N= vt, t= s-1, k= s+1, λ1= s-1, λ2= 1, λ3= 0, µ1= st, µ2= 2 = µ3, v1= st, v2 = 0 
= v3 

Example Consider a set 3.1 [Clatworthy (1971)] of blocks constituting replications 
based on group divisible designs for s = 3 

  
987
654
321

 

Considering the treatments in same row as first associates, treatment in corresponding 
column as second associates and remaining as third associates. We first obtain Latin 
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squares for each row using MOLS. 

213
132
321

    
132
213
321

    
546
465
654

    
465
546
654

    
879
798
987

    
798
879
987

 

 

Now, add 4th row in the above Latin squares, consisting of the second associates of 
the treatments in the 3rd row. Hence we get, the PBRTED 

 

                     
with parameters 

v = 9, N = 18, t = 2, k = 4, λ1= 2, λ2 = 1, λ3 = 0,  µ1 = 6,  µ2 = 2 = µ3 , v1 = 6,  

 v2 = 0 = v3 

Ed = 0.771, Er = 0.742 

 

1.3.4 PBRTED using even set of blocks 
In this section we consider a set of blocks constituting replications based on group 
divisible designs with the even size of set. A set constitutes of s rows and s columns. 
The treatments in same row are termed as first associates, treatments in the 
corresponding column as second associates and remaining as third associates. Now 
consider one row of the set and called that to be a block and with this develop s × s 
Latin squares. Since the size of the set is s therefore we will obtain s(s-1) Latin 
squares by repeating each Latin squares (s-1) times. Now put the entire Latin squares 
side by side. Add (s+1)th row in the above Latin squares, consisting of the second 
associates in the sth row.  Then the PBRTED will be obtained with parameters 

v = s2, N = vt, t= s-1, k= s+1, λ1= s-1, λ2= 1, λ3= 0,  µ1= st, µ2= 2 = µ3, v1 = st, v2 = 
0 = v3 

Example Consider a set 4.1 [Clatworthy (1971)] of blocks constituting replications 
based on group divisible designs for s = 4 

16151413
1211109
8765
4321

 
 

 

465
798
879
987

546
213
132
321

978
132
213
321

879
546
465
654

798
465
546
654

213
879
798
987

465
798
879
987
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We first obtain the 4 4  Latin squares for each row. Then repeat each Latin square (s-
1) times, i.e., thrice, and then on putting all Latin squares side by side we get, 

2143
3214
1432
4321

     

2143
3214
1432
4321

     

2143
3214
1432
4321

    

6587
7658
5876
8765

    

6587
7658
5876
8765

    

6587
7658
5876
8765

    

 

1091211
1110912
9121110

1211109

  

1091211
1110912
9121110

1211109

   

1091211
1110912
9121110

1211109

  

14131615
15141316
13161514
16151413

   

14131615
15141316
13161514
16151413

     

14131615
15141316
13161514
16151413

 

 

Now, add 5th row in the above Latin squares, consisting of the second associates of 
the treatments in the 4th row. Hence we get, the PBRTED 

6587
2143
3214
1432
4321

      

1091211
2143
3214
1432
4321

     

14131615
2143
3214
1432
4321

     

1091211
6587
7658
5876
8765

     

1091211
6587
7658
5876
8765

   

14131615
6587
7658
5876
8765

    

2143
6587
7658
5876
8765

    

14131615
1091211
1110912
9121110

1211109

    

2143
1091211
1110912
9121110

1211109

    

6587
1091211
1110912
9121110

1211109
 

6143
14131615
15141316
13161514
16151413

    

2587
14131615
15141316
13161514
16151413

    

1091211
14131615
15141316
13161514
16151413

 
with parameters 

v = 16, t = 3, k = 5, N = 48, λ1 =3, λ2 = 1, λ3 = 0, µ1 = 12, µ2 = 2 = µ3, v1 = 12, v2 = 0 = 
v3. 

Ed = 0.81, Er = 0.797 

 

×
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1.3.5 PBRTED using GD design where k* is even 
Aggarwal and Jha (2006) has constructed PBRTED using all the blocks of GD design 
with parameter v*, b*, k*, r*, λ1*, λ2*, m, n (k* is even). Where the resulting parameters 
of PBRTED v = v*, k= k*, N = vt, t = r* , λ1 = λ1* , λ2 = λ2* ,μ1 = k λ1*, μ2 = k λ2*, ν1 = 
(k-2) λ1*, ν2 = (k-2) λ2*. They have developed PBRTED considering k* even and odd 
where they have not added (n+1)th row as well as they asked to repeat each Latin 
square (m-1) times but in series 3 they are using the block design. However in our 
investigation we have constructed PBRTED for both the cases 

1) With v treatments in k plots  

2) With v treatments in (k+1) plots. 

Also we have not repeated the Latin square design (m-1) times which reveals that in 
our investigation number of blocks will be smaller than Aggarwal and Jha (2006).  

Remark: Sometime it is not possible to construct PBRTED by adding (k*+1)th row 
because in the respective column some treatment is being repeated, i.e., the design 
becomes non-binary. 

 

Case 1:  PBRTED with v treatments in k* plots 
Consider a blocks of group divisible design with parameters v*, b*, k*, r*, λ1*, λ2*, m, n. 
Obtain the k* × k* Latin square for each blocks as per 4.3.1 but without repetition and 
then put all the Latin squares side by side. Next we have two possibility of having 
PBRTED design (1) by adding (k*+1)th row in the resulting Latin square design of 
size k*×k* and (2) deleting the last row of the resulting Latin square of size k*×k*. 

Add (k*+1)th row in the above Latin squares, consisting of the second associates of 
the group (m, n).  the resulting design is PBRTED with parameters 

v = v*, N = vt, t = r*, k = k*+1, λ1 = λ1*, λ2 = 2λ2*, λ3 = λ2*, µ1 = k*λ1, µ2 = 2k*λ2* = µ3,,   
v1 = k*λ1*,  v2 = k*λ2*= v3. 

Example Consider the blocks of group divisible design v* = 6, r* = 4, k* = 4, b* = 6,    
λ1* = 4,  λ2* = 2,  m = 3,  n = 2,  

  

1436
3625
2514
4163
6352
5241

 

We first obtain the 4x4  Latin squares for each blocks. 

361425361425634152634152
614353624251341626351524
436162535142163435262415
143636252514416363525241
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Now, add 5th row in the above Latin squares, consisting of the second associates of 
the group (3, 2). Hence we get, the PBRTED 

252514143636525241416363
361425361425634152634152
614353624251341626351524
436162535142163435262415
143636252514416363525241

 

with parameters 

v = 6, t = 4, k = 5, N= 24, λ1 =4, λ2 = 4, λ3 = 2, µ1 = 16, µ2 = 16 = µ3, v1 = 16, v2 = 8 = 
v3. 

Ed = 0.91, Er = 0.872 

 

Case 2:  PBRTED using v treatments in (k* + 1) plots 
 In this sub sections we obtain PBRTED after deleting the last row of the above Latin 
square. Hence the parameters of PBRTED are 

v = v*, N  = vt, t = r*, k = k*, λ1 = λ1*, λ2 = λ2* = λ3, µ1 = kλ1*, µ2 = k*λ2* = µ3, v1 = (k-
2) λ1*, v2 =( k-2)λ2* = v3 

Example Consider the blocks of group divisible design v* = 6, r* = 4, k* = 4, b* = 6,  
λ1* = 4,  λ2* = 2,  m = 2,  n = 3,  

5316
4265
3154
2643
1532
6421

 

We first obtain the 4×4  Latin squares for each blocks. 

165365425431432632152164
316526541543643253214216
653154264315326421531642
531642653154264315326421
 

Deleting the last row of the above design we get PBRTED 

316526541543643253214216
653154264315326421531642
531642653154264315326421
 

with parameters 

v = 6, t = 4, k = 4, N= 24, λ1 =3, λ2 = 2, = λ3, µ1 = 12, µ2 = 8 = µ3, v1 = 6, v2 = 4 = v3. 

Ed = 0.821, Er = 0.775 
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1.3.6 PBRTED using GD design where k* is odd 
In this section we consider the blocks of group divisible design with parameters v*, 
r*, k*, b*, λ1*, λ2*, m, n where k* is even. Obtain the k* × k* Latin square for each 
blocks using MOLS and put all the Latin squares side by side. Now, delete the last 
row of the resulting design. Hence we get PBRTED with parameters 

v = v*, t = (k-1)r*, k = k*, N = vt, λ1 =2 λ1*, λ2 = (k-1)λ2* = λ3,  µ1 = 2kλ1*, µ2 = k(k-
1)λ2* = µ3,    v1 = (k-1) λ1*, v2 =(k-1)( k-2)λ2* = v3 

Example Consider the blocks of group divisible design v* = 6, r* = 6, k* = 3, b* = 12,  
λ1* = 3,  λ2* = 2,  m = 2,  n = 2,  

543
642
651
321
543
642
651
321

 

We first obtain the 3×3  Latin squares for each blocks using MOLS. 

354435264426165516132213
435354426264516165213132
543543642642651651321321  

Deleting the last row from the above design                

435354426264516165213132
543543642642651651321321  

We get, PBRTED with parameters 

v = 6, t = 8, k = 3, N= 48, λ1 =0, λ2 = 4, = λ3, µ1 = 0, µ2 = 12 = µ3, v1 = 0, v2 = 4 = v3. 
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